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@CrossrefOrg

Smart alone, 
brilliant together: 

#CRLIVE20

Welcome to our 
annual meeting



A
ge

nd
a 15:00   Settle in & and get comfy - Rosa Morais Clark

15:05   Opening of the Annual Meeting
15:10   The Big Picture - Ed Pentz
15:30   Community & Collaboration - Ginny Hendricks
15:50   Product Strategy & Roadmap - Bryan Vickery
16:10   Finance & Sustainability - Lucy Ofiesh
16:30   Annual Meeting & Board Election - Lucy Ofiesh & Emily Cooke
16:45   Wrap-up - Ed Pentz
17:00   Close #CRLIVE20





If needed:

Email Lucy at 
lofiesh@crossref.org

Crossref Board Election

mailto:lofiesh@crossref.org


The big picture
Ed Pentz, Executive Director (still)



https://www.crossref.org/blog/free-public-data-file-of-112-million-crossref-records/ 

https://www.crossref.org/blog/free-public-data-file-of-112-million-crossref-records/


No fees for Crossmark: over 5,100 retractions and 78,000 corrections recorded
Consider participating in Crossmark and maintaining the scholarly record



How is Crossref doing?

● Grant identifiers rolling out - funders are joining
● Membership is still growing - 19% up on 2019; content is 

still growing - about 9% up on 2019
● Similarity Check transition successful
● Pivoted to virtual events which have been going very well
● 100% work from home - rethinking how we work
● Engage with members and the community and listen 
● Budgeting conservatively for 2021 - lots of uncertainty 



3 large tiers -    56% of revenue in 2011, 40% of revenue in 2020
3 middle tiers - 20% of revenue in 2011, 16% of revenue in 2020 
3 small tiers -    25% of revenue in 2011, 44% of revenue in 2020

Smaller members now pay more 
collectively than the largest



Expansion of content, metadata and services

● Crossref has expanded content types: Books, Conference 
proceedings, Dissertations, Grants, Journals, Peer 
reviews, Preprints, Reports, Reviews, Working Papers, 
Standards

● Crossref has expanded its metadata with links and 
relationships: corrections & retractions, licenses, funding 
information, ORCID IDs, DataCite DOIs, preprint to VoR 
connections and soon - ROR IDs for affiliations. 

● Services: updated Similarity Check; REST API; Metadata 
Plus, Event Data



Content As of Oct 2019 As of Oct 2020 % change
Total content items registered 109,440,179 118,315,539 8%
Number of journals 72,149 84,413 17%
Number of journal articles 79,777,806 84,288,893 6%
Number of books 1,380,292 1,501,062 9%
Number of book-related records 16,154,932 18,127,481 12%
Number of conference proceedings 68,280 74,987 10%
Number of conference papers 6,048,716 6,576,303 9%
Number of preprints 209,304 528,183 152%
Number of preprint-to-article links 28,729 120,655 320%
Number of reports 601,902 635,210 6%
Number of peer reviews 36,766 85,599 133%
Number of standards 302,891 318,331 5%
Number of components 3,862,214 4,619,503 20%
Number of databases 28,265 31,129 10%
Number of database-related records 1,866,629 1,967,199 5%
Number of dissertations 286,162 338,739 18%
Number of grants 366 n/a



Relationships 

is-review-of 303,732
is-preprint-of 110,861
is-identical-to 87,085
has-preprint 66,103
is-comment-on 47,607
is-reply-to 37,565
has-review 37,401
has-reply 35,726
is-supplemented-by 27,260



Changing landscape: Crossref as an enabling infrastructure

Crossref is no longer just for the 
purpose of making bilateral 
relationships more efficient; our 
infrastructure is now helping 
efficiently manage 
n-dimensional multilateral 
relationships in a network of 
other identifiers, metadata and 
relationships.
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https://www.crossref.org/blog/a-turning-point-is-a-time-for-reflection/ 

https://www.crossref.org/blog/a-turning-point-is-a-time-for-reflection/


Is Crossref

a scholarly infrastructure provider, or 
a publisher services organization?



“To promote the development 
and cooperative use of new 
and innovative technologies 
to speed and facilitate 
scientific and other scholarly 
research.”



Community benefit

● New York state not-for-profit (non-stock, not commercial)
● Membership association - 1 member/1 vote

– open to any organization that publishes professional and scholarly 
materials and content - organizations that publish (not just 
publishers) 

● US IRS 501(c)6 tax exempt org
– Imposes an obligation to provide benefit to the broader, 

non-member community
– Benefits to members are incidental to the broader industry and 

community benefit 



Board motions July 2020
1. That Crossref should proactively lead an effort to explore, with other infrastructure 

organizations and initiatives, how we can improve the scholarly research ecosystem. 

Crossref is committed to the collaborative development of open scholarly 

infrastructure for the benefit of our members and the wider research community. 

2. That the exploration referenced in the foregoing resolution should consider a range of options 

looking at operational, governance, technical, and product and service issues and how 

the organizations could take advantage of synergies, efficiencies, and opportunities for 

the benefit of the wider research community by working more closely together.

3. Formed a Strategy Committee to take this forward.



ICYMI! 
● “Collaborative development” 

● “Open scholarly infrastructure”

● To benefit “the wider research community” 

● Need to take advantage of synergies, efficiencies, and 
opportunities by working more closely together.

● All options considered: operational, governance, technical, and 
product and service issues

● There’s a Board/Leadership team Strategy Committee and lots of 
conversations going on



What is Open Infrastructure Organization? 
Governance

● Coverage across the research 
enterprise

● Stakeholder Governed
● Non-discriminatory membership
● Transparent operations  
● Cannot lobby
● Living will
● Formal incentives to fulfil mission & 

wind-down

Insurance

● Open source
● Open data (within constraints of 

privacy laws)
● Available data (within constraints of 

privacy laws)
● Patent non-assertion

Sustainability

● Time-limited funds are used only 
for time-limited activities 

● Goal to generate surplus
● Goal to create contingency fund to 

support operations for 12 months
● Mission-consistent revenue 

generation
● Revenue based on services, not 

data



Guiding principles for current discussions
● More integrated and interoperable infrastructure to make things 

easier for researchers and organizations involved in scholarly 
research and communications.

● Work with infrastructure organizations with aligned missions
● Community governance - funders, institutions, publishers, 

researchers
● Self-sustaining, non-profit business models
● Neutrality and independence 
● Open-source solutions and services
● Work in the most efficient way possible to reduce duplicative 

activities and processes





Rationale

● COVID-related concerns:
– Economic pressures expected to come
– Everyone is trying to balance what’s important and reassess 

priorities (both at home and work)
● Organizational fatigue - multiple membership orgs to support
● Need for greater efficiency - should some costs be centralised 

anyway?
● Common visions but as we differentiate each organization the 

message gets diluted
● We’re each smart alone but we could be brilliant together



Crossref 2040?

● Part of an integrated, efficient, sustainable, comprehensive, 
open, scholarly infrastructure where…..

● All research activities and outputs, researchers, and 
organizations have persistent identifiers and rich, standardized 
metadata expressing a network of relationships available 
through human and machine interfaces thereby enabling.....

● An open and broadly-governed research ecosystem making 
research outputs easy to find, cite, link, assess, and reuse, 
which will enable researchers to focus on research and 
advancing human knowledge



Q&A



Community & 
collaboration
Ginny Hendricks, Member & Community Director







Member Experience
= a smooth experience in all interactions with Crossref 

● Closer collaboration with product, tech, billing, legal
● Open support; automated Managed Member Journey from 

onboarding to levelling up; new education docs
● ~220 new members each month - handling huge growth, 

complex queries - using freelance support and improving 
efficiencies in application process

● Transitioned 99% of all Similarity Check participants to 
new service
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13 new countries joining in the last year

Angola
Benin
Botswana
Brunei Darussalam
Burkina Faso
Central African Republic
Libya

Madagascar
Malawi
Malta
Palestine
Samoa
Uganda
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community.crossref.org



Typical member - 2010 Typical member - 2020

Has 100,000+ DOI records Has 100 DOI records

Joined directly and publishes for many societies Joined via a Sponsor

First language is English First language other than English

Uses direct content registration route Uses manual content registration routes

Is self-hosted or on a large platform Is hosted on OJS

Is a company or large society Is an individual scholar or university

Publishes mostly journals Also proceedings, preprints, reviews, books

Complex technical support issues Basic technical support issues



● Support tickets, forum, twitter, stackx, reddit, etc.
● Metadata health checks
● A new 1:1 program for systemic issues
● Research & analyses
● Tools, dashboards, reports





Metadata strategy 
● Metadata Practitioners Interest group
● Crossref Schema 5.0 - ROR, CRediT
● JATS, JATS4R, ONIX
● New needs - content types; relations; 
● Observing workflow trends (grants, reviews, versions, translations, 

retractions, data, provenance)
● Work closely with Product to ensure end-to-end approach



➔ Create, deposit, 
display and use more 
& better metadata on 
behalf of members

  Service Partners

➔ Deposit more & 
better metadata

➔ Use more & better 
metadata of others

  Member Partners

➔ Use Plus service to 
integrate more & better 
metadata in services 
throughout the 
research enterprise

  Metadata Subscriber  
  Partners

+ Discoverability + Participation

+ IncomeP
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Nudges toward greater community inclusivity

2017

2018

2020

Mission statement updated: “Make research outputs easy to find, 
cite, link, assess, and reuse […] “to make scholarly communications 
better”.
First board slate with an contested seat.

Membership definitions updated: “organizations that produce 
content”; content is...“professional and scholarly materials”.
Board rebalanced for size; divided into small/large tiers.

Membership & Fees committee updated to includes a funder, a 
sponsor, a platform - in addition to small & large publishers.



Membership & Fees Committee

Assessed revenue diversification in 2019. 60% of revenue from 
content registration - lots of diversity within that

Removed Crossmark fee. Larger members seeing an annual 
fee reduction of up to 18%

Focus on incentivising best practice where best practice is the 
Research Nexus



Special Programs (NEW)

Expansion of:

Content
Metadata                    Community                     
Services



By supporting the registration of 
openly-available metadata on 
grants and identifiers that will track 
through the research process.

Grants



Grants

10.47486 Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC) 17

10.37717 James S. McDonnell Foundation 30

10.37807 Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 81

10.35802 Wellcome 238







The concept of ‘community’
1. Affinity: a kinship of interest; high levels of sharing
2. Collectivism: cohesiveness among individuals; prioritization of the 

group over the self; common values and goals
3. Community of practice: sharing a concern or a passion for something 

we do; interact regularly; learn how to improve.
4. Membership: belongingness and relating to others
5. Influence: mattering, making a difference to the group, the group makes 

a difference to its members
6. Reinforcement: integration and fulfillment of needs



The nature of ‘collaboration’
● Working with other people
● Give and take - listening, disagreeing but respecting
● Pooling resources
● Sharing skills
● Producing something together 
● Personal commitment
● It’s about people, and relationships, - which also 

means it’s about trust.





Current Collaborators - 
technical and/or 
community  
integrations 
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Work starting soon to: 
● Simplify general DOI 

management
● Simplify Crossref 

registration/status 
management

● Consolidate Funding 
Data and Reference 
Linking plugins into 
Crossref plugin

Next:
● Cited-by
● Crossmark



Data sharing & citation
A heady combination of: 
● Developing our schema to better support data citation
● Stabilising Event Data & adding relationship metadata
● Collaboration with: 

○ DataCite
○ RDA Scholarly Link Exchange Working Group (Scholix)
○ STM’s Research Data Year
○ Make Data Count 



Member adoption 
and systems 
integration (including 
our own systems)

Applications for affiliation metadata: 
Peer review conflicts of interest & reviewer selection; 
management of APCs; research office reporting of published 
outputs, funding; and more.





Q&A



Product 
development
Bryan Vickery, Product Director



Product team

Sara 
Bowman

Kirsty 
Meddings

Martyn 
Rittman

Patrick 
Polischuk

Rakesh 
Masih

Content 
registration

Scholarly 
stewardship

Scholarly 
impact

Metadata 
retrieval

UX/UI 
leadership

Registration 
methods
Reports
Membership data
Access control

Similarity Check
Crossmark
Participation reports
Multiple resolution
Co-access
Funder registry

Event Data
Cited-by
Distributed usage 
logging
Preprints

Crossref APIs
Crossref search
ORCID Autoupdate

‘Admin center’



Tech team



Strategic product reviews
Reviews

● understand / gather data
● get user feedback
● evaluate success
● promote services to those not using them
● stop doing things we shouldn’t be doing so we can focus more on things we should

Led to
● Reinvigorated working groups
● Outcomes driven approach to product prioritisation
● Improved processes and sprint planning

In order to...
● Make it easier and more efficient for members to work with Crossref
● Improve quality & completeness of metadata for all



Simplify existing services

- Towards a unified 
Crossref experience

- A lot of reports
- A lot of interfaces
- A lot of apps
- A lot of support 

requests

Calculate 
impact



Your input is vital

- By email or via the Support Team
- Community Forum (https://community.crossref.org) 
- Surveys
- Testing groups
- https://gitlab.com/crossref 

https://community.crossref.org
https://gitlab.com/crossref


Simplify existing services

- Evolving our support for 
text-and-data mining

- 38m works from +700 
members have TDM license 
details

- ‘Free to read’ - 85,000 
works

- Sunsetting ‘TDM Click 
through service’

- TDM license registry
- 2 publishers
- 300 user tokens



Improving services

User credentials

● Layering user credentials 
on to Crossref system 
accounts 



Improving services

REST API

● Migration from SOLR to 
Elasticsearch

● Grants 



Improving services

Similarity Check
Crossref’s Similarity Check service is used by our members to detect text overlap with previously published work 
that may indicate plagiarism of scholarly or professional works. 

● Transition to new agreement nearly complete
● v2 of iThenticate

– Currently testing for ‘native’ users
– Integration with manuscript tracking systems

● Member obligation: 90% Similarity Checking URLs
● Preprint / Manuscript similarity scores



Improving services

Funder registry

● Latest release includes 25,000 funders!
● Moving to continuous updates 





Improving metadata

Crossmark

● Crossmark fees have been 
removed to  encourage greater 
participation

Works with Crossmark 
metadata up 1.5 million since 
change
+12%

Almost 150,000 works with an 
update - mainly ‘correction’
+12%

https://www.crossref.org/blog/encouraging-even-great
er-reporting-of-corrections-and-retractions/ 

https://www.crossref.org/blog/encouraging-even-greater-reporting-of-corrections-and-retractions/
https://www.crossref.org/blog/encouraging-even-greater-reporting-of-corrections-and-retractions/


Improving metadata

Peer reviews

● Extending to other content types including books, book chapters, 
preprints

● Today!



Author relationships

ORCID Autoupdate

Statistic
All time to 

October 2020
August - October 
2020

Total ORCID/article pairs 8,875,476

Total unique ORCIDs 2,906,882

Total works pushed 4,774,720 642,067

Authors granting 1,380,245 47% 58%

Authors denying 615,839 21% 9%

Authors not responding 926,481 32% 33%



Improving metadata 
I4OA - the Initiative for Open Abstracts

● All time, all works: 7.1%
● All time, journal articles: 9.0%
● 2.5m more abstracts than at the start of 2020
● 2020, journal articles: 25.4%

– View your Participation Report 
– https://www.crossref.org/members/prep/ 

Coming up

● Schema changes to support ROR, CRediT

https://www.crossref.org/members/prep/


Cited-by
Cited-by allows Crossref members to find out who is citing their content. Members can then 
display the counts and link to the citing content on their own work. Cited-by counts are publicly 
available, but only the member can see the details of which sources are citing their works.

1,096,471,564 cited-by links

has-references



Collaborating with others

● Event Data



What’s coming up… in 2020
1. Finalise:

a. Similarity Check / iThenticate v2 roll-out
b. Peer reviews for content types like Preprints
c. REST API migration, followed by exposing Grant 

information
d. Schema updates, ROR / CRediT

2. Introducing ‘user credentials’
3. Develop the ‘Admin center’ proposal and seek feedback
4. Sunsetting TDM Click through service (at year end)
5. A 2021 public roadmap



What’s coming up… in 2021
Phase 1 (MVP) Phase 2 Phase 3



Improving metadata 

Public Metadata Quality feedback

Date published?
"2105": 20,
"2106": 35,
"2107": 6,
"2108": 20,
"2109": 12,
"2114": 29,
"2115": 24,
"2116": 16,
"2117": 5,
"2121": 5,
"2200": 1,
"2203": 20



Multilingual metadata 
Journal articles
All time Last 12 months

We are setting up a small 
group to look at how to 
support multilingual 
metadata better



Q&A



Finance & 
sustainability
Lucy Ofiesh, Finance & Operations Director



Finance & operations team

Amy 
Bosworth

Laura
Cuniff

Lindsay 
Russell

Maria 
Sullivan

Ryan 
McFall

Shayna 
Mullen

Accounts 
Receivable 
Manager

Billing Support 
Specialist

HR Manager Supervising 
Accountant

Financial 
Controller

Accounting 
Clerk



Finance & operations team

● Culture of resource planning
● Reviewing the employment experience at Crossref
● Integrating finance into product and member experience
● Responding to changing circumstances



10 years of financial performance



Revenue categories



2020 performance

● Revenue nearly on budget
● Revenue from membership and content registration 

continue to grow from last year, up ~10% each
● Expenses under budget by 17%
● Closely monitoring monthly trends



2021 budget

● Conservative revenue growth
● Spending supports priorities:

– Crossref system improvements and modernization
– Product improvements
– Community engagement in a post-Covid world



Q&A



Governance, 
annual meeting, 
& board election
Lucy Ofiesh & Emily Cooke



Overview of Crossref governance

● 501(c)6 organization, a trade association 
● To be eligible for the Board, a Director must be an employee or officer of 

a member organization.  Once a Director is elected, the member 
organization can appoint an alternate for such Director.  Board seat 
belongs to the organization, not the individual.

● Board members serve 3-year terms and are eligible for reelection with no 
term limits

● Corporate officers (Chair and Treasurer) are elected by the board to serve 
one-year terms, for up to to three consecutive years 

● All board members agree to a whistleblower policy and a conflicts of 
interest disclosure policy



Overview of Crossref governance

The role of the board at Crossref is to provide strategic and financial oversight 
of the organization, as well as guidance to the Executive Director and the staff 
leadership team, with the key responsibilities being:

– Setting the strategic direction for the organization;
– Providing financial oversight; and
– Approving new policies and services.



Annual meeting election

● Notice of Annual meeting sent September 30th, 2020
● Review of Nominating Procedure



2020 board nominations

2020 Nominating committee

● Melissa Harrison*, eLife, Cambridge, UK (Chair)
● Scott Delman*, ACM, New York, NY
● Susan Murray*, AJOL, Grahamstown, South Africa
● Tanja Niemann, Erudit, Montreal, Canada
● Arley Soto, Biteca, Bogotá, Colombia

* indicates Crossref board member



Nomination process
● Board composition review
● Public call for nominations
● 72 respondents, a 40% increase from last year
● Committee reviews and discussed candidates

Interested in next year? Stay tuned for the call for expressions 
of interest in April/May 2021



2021 Board slate
Tier 1, small & mid-sized members

Marin Dacos, OpenEdition
Kihong Kim, Korean Council of Science Editors
Abel Packer, Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO)
Wendy Patterson, Beilstein-Institut
Jesse Xiao, The University of Hong Kong

Tier 2, large members
Liz Allen, Taylor & Francis/F1000
James Phillpotts, Oxford University Press
Jason Wilde, AIP Publishing



2021 Board election final results
Tier 1, small & mid-sized members

Marin Dacos, OpenEdition
Kihong Kim, Korean Council of Science Editors
Abel Packer, Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO)
Wendy Patterson, Beilstein-Institut

Tier 2, large members
Liz Allen, Taylor & Francis/F1000
James Phillpotts, Oxford University Press



Any other business?



Wrap-up
Ed Pentz



c4disc.org



crossref.org/code-of-conduct



Sense of teamwork grew in 2020!



crossref.org/people 
crossref.org/people/org-chart

https://www.crossref.org/people/


Everyone’s Favorite Festival of 
Persistent Identifiers - 
Now Open 24 Hours!

https://pidapalooza.org



Pulling together for open infrastructure

● Trust and respect = greater ability to achieve joint mission 
with collaborators in the community

● Humility wins; we must leave our egos at the door
● The Crossref team is strong and determined
● Need to move on from past & misperceptions. Crossref has 

a clear direction: open infrastructure 
● Must not forget the basics - rich metadata, ease of use
● Summary: Crossref is awesome - but we are listening and 

learning from others
● Can do even better if we join together



Keeping in touch

● Blog crossref.org/blog 
● Community forum community.crossref.org
● Webinars & AMAs
● support@crossref.org or feedback@crossref.org 
● Working & Advisory Groups
● Bi-monthly email newsletter

https://www.crossref.org/blog
https://community.crossref.org/
mailto:support@crossref.org
mailto:feedback@crossref.org


Thank you!
feedback@crossref.org
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